Dance Motions - 31
MT6480 Ballet - Child
MT17639 Dance, Ballroom Follow (Loopable)
MT17640 Dance, Ballroom Lead (Loopable)
MT3812 Dance, Boto Fogo - Female
MT3649 Dance, Boto Fogo - Male
MT3650 Dance, Cha Staff - Male
MT3814 Dance, Cha-Cha - Female
MT3651 Dance, Cha-Cha - Male
MT3652 Dance, Check Pop - Male
MT3653 Dance, Chorus - Male
MT3815 Dance, Cross Volta - Female
MT3654 Dance, Cross Volta - Male
MT3656 Dance, Develop - Male
MT3657 Dance, Disco - Male
MT3816 Dance, Double Revolution - Female
MT3658 Dance, Double Revolution - Male
MT3655 Dance, Generic - Male
MT6483 Dance, Hip Hop - Child
MT3659 Dance, Hip Hop - Male
MT3660 Dance, Jive - Male
MT3817 Dance, Jive Basic - Female
MT3818 Dance, Jive Kick - Female
MT3819 Dance, Jive Kick - Male
MT3662 Dance, Over Sway - Female
MT3820 Dance, Rumba - Female
MT3663 Dance, Rumba - Male
MT3664 Dance, Shags - Male
MT3665 Dance, Wave - Male
MT3666 Dance, Wiggin - Male

Fighting Motions - 67
MT6492 Back Stab - Male
MT6533 Dodge - Male
MT17643 Fight, Block
MT17645 Fight, Guard Position
MT17646 Fight, Kick Right Foot
MT17644 Fight, Punch Get Hit
MT17649 Fight, Punch Left Undercut
MT17648 Fight, Punch Right Hand
MT17647 Fight, Side Kick
MT6494 Get Punched - Male
MT6495 Get Slapped - Male
MT3755 Gets Hit - Male
MT3756 Grab Reach - Male
MT6542 Grab Reach - Male
MT6543 Grenade - Male
MT6544 Gun Dive - Male
MT6545 Gun Fighter - Male
MT3757 Hand Combo - Male
MT6496 Hit, Face - Male
MT6521 Kick Up - Male
MT6497 Kick, Ax - Male
MT6498 Kick, Back - Male
MT367 Kick, Back Fist Side - Male
MT6499 Kick, Back Leg - Male
MT3854 Kick, Ball - Female
MT6500 Kick, Double Round - Male
MT3668 Kick, Fly Front - Male
MT3669 Kick, Fly Round - Male
MT5948 Kick, Fly Spin
MT3670 Kick, Front - Male
MT3671 Kick, Front Round - Male
MT6485 Kick, Front Sweep - Child
MT3672 Kick, High - Male
MT3673 Kick, Hook - Male
MT650 Kick, Jump Back - Male
MT5950 Kick, Jump Round - Male
MT367 Kick, Kata - Male
MT6504 Kick, Leg Hook - Male
MT3675 Kick, Low - Male
MT3676 Kick, Punch - Male
MT6505 Kick, Punch - Male
MT6506 Kick, Round - Male
MT3677 Kick, Round House - Male
MT6507 Kick, Scissor - Male
MT6486 Kick, Side - Child
MT3678 Kick, Side - Male
MT6508 Kick, Side - Male
MT3679 Kick, Spin - Male
MT6509 Kick, Spin Back - Male
MT6510 Kick, Spin High - Male
MT6487 Kick, Straight - Child
MT6488 Kick, Tornado - Child
MT3680 Kick, Tornado - Male
MT6511 Knocked Out - Male
MT6556 Military - Male
MT5952 Punch - Male
MT3766 Punch Get Hit - Male
MT367 Punching 1 - Male
MT3768 Punching 2 - Male
MT3698 Quick Draw - Male
MT3840 Slap - Female
MT3771 Slap - Male
MT6513 Slap - Male
MT6581 Spin Fall - Male
MT3779 Throw, Wrist - Male
MT6561 Uzi Die - Male

Miscellaneous Motions - 137
MT5947 Back Flip - Male
MT6515 Back Hand Spring - Male
MT6516 Back Hand Spring Back Tuck - Male
MT3821 Balance - Female
MT6523 Bang Thumb - Male
MT3781 Bang Wall - Male
MT6524 Barbecue - Male
MT3684 Bend, Hip Knee - Male
MT382 Bend, Knee - Female
MT6525 Blown Back - Male
MT6526 Bow - Male
MT3685 Call Dog - Male
MT6528 Call Dog - Male
MT6529 Carry Heavy - Male
MT3849 Catch Throw - Female
MT3873 Cheer - Female
MT6530 Cheer - Male
MT6493 Choke - Male
MT6531 Cigarette - Male
MT3750 Clap Cheer 1 - Male
MT3751 Clap Cheer 2 - Male
MT3752 Clapping - Male
MT3823 Cocktail - Female
MT6532 Cowboy - Male
MT3688 Double Take - Male
MT6534 Double Take - Male
MT6535 Drag By Dog - Male
MT3850 Dribble - Female
MT3874 Drink - Female
MT3753 Drink Eat - Male
MT6536 Drink Eat - Male
MT3754 Drive Car - Male
MT6537 Drive Car - Male
MT3824 Drop Things - Female
MT6540 Fall off Cliff - Male
MT3688 Flexing Poses - Male
MT6517 Front Hand Spring - Male
MT3783 Guffaw - Male
MT6546 Hambone - Male
MT3769 Hammering, Carpenters Hammer - Male
MT3772 Hammering, Sledge Hammer - Male
MT6518 Hand Plant - Male
MT6519 Hand Stand - Male
MT6547 Hats Off - Male
MT3761 Hurt Hand - Male
MT3785 Jump Rope - Male
MT6520 Jump Split - Male
MT6549 Jump, Double Rope - Male
MT6550 Jump, Over - Male
MT6551 Jump, Rope - Male
MT3827 Kitty - Female
MT6552 Kitty - Male
MT6553 Laugh - Male
MT3683 Lie Down, Bed - Male
MT3830 Lie Down, Bed, Pregnant - Female
MT3832 Lie Down, Chair - Female
MT3696 One Foot - Male
MT17641 Open Door
MT3697 Open Door - Male
MT6562 Open Fridge - Male
MT3791 Peeping Tom - Male
MT3764 Points 1 - Male
MT3765 Points 2 - Male
MT6563 Politician - Male
MT6564 Pounce - Male
MT3759 Pull, Heavy - Male
MT3760 Push, Heavy - Male
MT6666 Push, Heavy - Male
MT6567 Ramp Launch - Male
MT3699 Rhythm Tap - Male
MT6569 Robot - Male

MT3822 Rope, Climb - Female
MT3836 Rope, Down - Female
MT3826 Rope, Jump - Female
MT6570 Rope, Pull - Male
MT3842 Rope, Swing - Female
MT6522 Round Off Back Tuck - Male
MT6571 Saw - Male
MT6572 Shocked - Male
MT3762 Shout, Mad - Male
MT3790 Shower, Get Out - Male
MT3794 Shower, Take - Male
MT3837 Sit, Chair - Female
MT3686 Sit, Chair - Male
MT6575 Sit, Chair - Male
MT3832 Sit, Chair, Pregnant - Female
MT3838 Sit, Floor - Female
MT3691 Sit, Floor - Male
MT3839 Sit, Stool - Female
MT3702 Sit, Stool - Male
MT3834 Sit, Stool, Pregnant - Female
MT6577 Sledge Hammer - Male
MT5374 Sneak (Loopable) - Male
MT3773 Sneeze - Male
MT6578 Sneeze - Male
MT3774 Spill Coffee - Male
MT3775 Spill Drink - Male
MT6579 Spill, Coffee - Male
MT6580 Spill, Drink - Male
MT3683 Stand Up, Bar Stool - Male
MT3682 Stand Up, Bed - Male
MT3831 Stand Up, Bed, Pregnant - Female
MT3843 Stand Up, Chair - Female
MT3687 Stand Up, Chair - Male
MT6564 Stand Up, Chair - Male
MT3833 Stand Up, Chair, Pregnant - Female
MT3844 Stand Up, Floor - Female
MT3692 Stand Up, Floor - Male
MT3845 Stand Up, Stool - Female
MT3703 Stand Up, Stool - Male
MT3835 Stand Up, Stool, Pregnant - Female
MT6603 Step on Banana - Male
MT6604 Steps In Dog Doo - Male
MT3700 Steps In It - Male
MT3777 Swat Bees - Male
MT6586 Swat Bees - Male
MT6587 Swing Ax - Male
MT6588 Tantrum - Male
MT3763 Taunt, Number 1 - Male
MT6590 Tight Rope - Male
MT6595 Up and Away - Male
MT3876 Wave - Female
MT3778 Wave - Male
MT3847 Window - Female
MT3780 Yawn Stretch - Male
MT6600 Yawn Stretch – Male

Jog/Run Motions - 23
MT17653 Jog
MT3861 Jog - Female
MT3784 Jog - Male
MT17655 Jog (Loopable)
MT6601 Jog (Loopable) - Male
MT5351 Jog Start - Male
MT5352 Jog Stop - Male
MT17654 Jog to Walk
MT5353 Jog Turn Left - Male
MT5354 Jog Turn Right - Male
MT17657 Run
MT3792 Run - Male (Loopable)
MT17659 Run (Loopable)
MT6489 Run (Loopable) - Child
MT6602 Run (Loopable) - Male
MT5355 Run Start - Male
MT5356 Run Stop - Male
MT17658 Run to Walk
MT5357 Run Turn Left - Male
MT5358 Run Turn Right - Male
MT17663 Sprint
MT17664 Sprint (Loopable)
MT17665 Sprint to Walk

Sports Motions - 94
MT3856 Aerobics, Step - Female
MT3706 Baseball, Batting - Male
MT17633 Baseball, Batting Swing
MT3707 Baseball, Bunt - Male
MT17634 Baseball, Catch
MT3708 Baseball, Catch High - Male
MT3709 Baseball, Catch Low - Male
MT3710 Baseball, Catcher Pick-off - Male
MT3711 Baseball, First Base - Male
MT17635 Baseball, Pitch Overhead
MT17636 Baseball, Pitch Sidearm
MT17637 Baseball, Pitch Stretch
MT3713 Baseball, Pitching - Male
MT3712 Baseball, Pitching, Sidearm - Male
MT3714 Baseball, Stretch - Male
MT17638 Baseball, Throw
MT3715 Basketball, Free-throw - Male
MT3716 Basketball, Guarding - Male
MT3717 Basketball, Jump Shot - Male
MT3718 Basketball, Pass - Male
MT3719 Bowling - Male
MT6527 Broad Jump - Male
MT6481 Cartwheel - Child
MT6482 Cartwheel Punch - Child
MT3720 Cycling - Male
MT3825 Exercise - Female
MT3689 Exercise - Male
MT6538 Exercise - Male
MT17642 Fencing
MT3721 Fencing - Male
MT6541 Fishing - Male
MT3722 Football, Block - Male
MT17650 Football, Break Tackle
MT3723 Football, Catch - Male
MT3724 Football, Pass - Male
MT3058 Football, Place Kick - Male
MT3725 Football, Punt - Male
MT17656 Football, Quarterback Snap to Pass
MT3726 Football, Tackle - Male
MT3852 Frisbee - Female
MT17652 Golf Drive
MT3727 Golfing - Male
MT17668 Gymnastics, Dive Roll
MT3728 Gymnastics, Pommel Horse - Male
MT6484 Hopsotch - Child
MT3693 Hopsotch - Male
MT6548 Hula Hoop - Male
MT3694 Juggle - Male
MT6565 Push Ups - Male
MT6568 Repel - Male
MT6573 Shoot Arrow - Male
MT5360 Skate (Loopable) - Male
MT5359 Skate Back - Male
MT5361 Skate Spin - Male
MT5366 Skate Start - Male
MT5362 Skate Stop - Male
MT5350 Skate, Turn Around - Male
MT5363 Skate, Up - Male
MT17662 Soccer, Bicycle Kick
MT3730 Soccer, Bike Kick - Male
MT3731 Soccer, Corner - Male
MT17661 Soccer, Corner Kick
MT3732 Soccer, Foot Ball - Male
MT3733 Soccer, Free Kick - Male
MT3734 Soccer, Head Ball - Male
MT3735 Soccer, Head Goal - Male
MT3736 Soccer, Official - Male
MT3737 Soccer, Throw In - Male
MT3875 Stretch - Female
MT3776 Stretch - Male
MT6585 Stretch, Athlete - Male
MT3738 Tennis, Backhand - Male
MT3739 Tennis, Forehand - Male
MT17660 Tennis, Serve
MT3740 Tennis, Serve - Male
MT3741 Tennis, Smash - Male
MT3742 Tennis, Volley - Male
MT3853 Throw - Female
MT3743 Throw - Male
MT3705 Tumble - Male
MT6592 Unicycle - Male
MT6591 Unicycle (Loopable) - Male
MT6593 Unicycle, Off - Male
MT6594 Unicycle, On - Male
MT6596 Vault - Male
MT3744 Volleyball, Block - Male
MT3857 Volleyball, Bump - Female
MT3745 Volleyball, Jump Serve - Male
MT3746 Volleyball, Move Block - Male
MT3858 Volleyball, Serve - Female
MT3747 Volleyball, Serve - Male
MT3859 Volleyball, Set - Female
MT3748 Volleyball, Set - Male
MT3749 Weight Lift - Male

Walk Motions - 64
MT3860 Crawl - Female
MT6539 Face Plant - Male
MT5365 March (Loopable) - Male
MT5368 March Start - Male
MT5369 March Stop - Male
MT5370 March Turn Left - Male
MT5371 March Turn Right - Male
MT3864 Skip - Female
MT6490 Skip (Loopable) - Child
MT3786 Skip, Kid - Male
MT6576 Skip, Rope - Male
MT6582 Stagger - Male
MT3865 Stomp - Female
MT3701 Stomp - Male
MT3793 Stub Toe - Male
MT3782 Stumble, Drunk - Male
MT6589 Through Door - Male
MT3795 Tip Toe - Male
MT3866 Trip - Female
MT3796 Trip - Male
MT3867 Turn, Left - Female
MT3797 Turn, Left - Male
MT3868 Turn, Right - Female
MT3798 Turn, Right - Male
MT17669 Walk
MT6491 Walk (Loopable) - Child
MT6605 Walk (Loopable) - Child
MT17673 Walk (Loopable) - Male
MT5372 Walk Start - Male
MT5373 Walk Stop - Male
MT17670 Walk to Jog
MT17671 Walk to Run
MT17672 Walk to Sprint
MT5375 Walk Turn Left - Male
MT5376 Walk Turn Right - Male
MT6606 Walk, About Face - Male
MT3800 Walk, Back - Male
MT5364 Walk, Backwards (Loopable) - Male
MT3870 Walk, Cane - Female
MT3801 Walk, Cane 1 - Male
MT3802 Walk, Cane 2 - Male
MT3803 Walk, Duck Foot - Male
MT3869 Walk, Generic (loopable) - Female
MT3799 Walk, Generic (loopable)- Male
MT3804 Walk, Goofy - Male (demo model)
MT6608 Walk, Into Wall - Male
MT3787 Walk, Kid - Male
MT5367 Walk, Light Limp (Loopable) - Male
MT3862 Walk, Limp - Female
MT3805 Walk, Limp - Male
MT6609 Walk, Limp (Loopable) - Male
MT3871 Walk, Long - Female
MT3806 Walk, Long - Male
MT3807 Walk, Pigeon Toed - Male
MT3863 Walk, Pregnant - Female
MT3872 Walk, Short - Female
MT3808 Walk, Short - Male
MT3809 Walk, Skip - Male
MT17666 Walk, Strut
MT3810 Walk, Strut - Male
MT17667 Walk, Strut (Loopable)
MT6610 Walk, Strut (Loopable) - Male
MT6611 Walk, Stub Toe - Male
MT6612 Walk, Trip - Male